Horton Parish Council
Meeting 18th October 2016
Champney Hall 7:30pm
Minutes
The meeting was opened at 7:30
1 Present:
Freida Bovingdon, Richard Tillyer, Gillian Sinclair‐Hill, Eileen Coogan
and the acting clerk, Benta Hickley. Not present were Colin Rayner,
Jamie Patel, Neil Cole and John Lenton. Janet Crame was also present.
No apologies were received and no declarations of interest were
declared.
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Richard proposed Janet be co‐opted onto the committee, Freida
seconded, all were in favour. Janet accepted.
Planning
Applications were received from 121 Coppermill Road and 21
Coppermill Road. The Parish Council have no specific objections but
would like the Development & Regeneration team to ensure that there
is adequate off street parking provided under the proposals, and to be
mindful of the need for appropriate surface water provisions and that
rain water to be stored within the confines of the property not added
to the main drains.
Approval of the minutes of the last meeting
The approval of the minutes of the Parish Council meeting held on 20th
September 2016 was proposed by Gillian and seconded by Eileen
Matters arising from previous meetings of the Parish Council
BH
 Freida and Colin met with Neil Walters of RBWM re parking outside
The Crown. Neil proposes yellow lines at both corners. Additionally he
proposes to extend the yellow lines along Coppermill Road, by the
corner where the shops are.
 Janet & Freida attended the Neighbourhood Action Group meeting
 The winter hanging baskets are now up
 We need a quote for a Christmas tree (try Window Flowers)

BH

 Remembrance Sunday: The fee to block the roads is £300. We need to
lay a wreath from the council and from the village (Freida has the
wreaths) Suggested asking Mary Hibberd and or Matty Doe or one of
the relatives of one of the named on the memorial stone.
 Flag to be raised for Remembrance Sunday. Neil has the flag and
Freida has the key
 Eileen happy to do teas & coffees, and Janet has offered to help
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Chairman’s Communications.
None
Christmas Tree Lights
We have the lights. Benta to let Freida know if we can’t get an 18 foot
tree from Window Flowers
We need to check re insurance for the tree
Can the tree be arranged for w/c 28th November
Can Colin arrange for the tree to be put up?
The Neighbourhood Plan
Janet and Freida attended the Neighbourhood Action Group. They
expressed concerns that good ideas haven’t been written as a firm
policy, and decisions are based on policies. We need to be clear in
what we propose to accept or reject so that it is our say not RBWM’s
say. Things could be made more specific. Concerns that this does not
address travellers and as national policy does, we should ensure the
NAG shows local policy.
IE Travellers proposals should be
accommodated within boundaries. Also retail development policy
does not take into account any effect that proposed development will
have on already established shops & services. Eileen has a copy of
previously suggested phrasing detailing our preferred wording
regarding travellers and will arrange for it to be delivered to Janet.
Janet will address the NAG on behalf of the HPC. Freida will pass on
Fred Parsons’ email to Janet
To receive Communications or Consultations
None
Financial
To receive for approval, a list of accounts payable, issue of cheques
accordingly:
Jane Clemance £50.15 & £890.44
Garden Designs £255.00 & £820.00
Champney Hall Management Committee
To receive reports from Borough Councillors
None
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Questions from the public
None
10 AOB
RK Leisure have invited local people to a meeting on Sunday 30th
October at Wraysbury Village Hall. They claim everyone has received a
paper invitation through the letter box, but no one at the meeting
appears to have received one. It is hoped that at least some member
of HPC will be able to attend and report back on plans and proposals.
11 Dates of future meetings:
22nd November, 7:30pm at Champney hall
The meeting closed at 8:30pm

